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There’s a pretty broad consensus that this year’s Triple S was a classic… The wind was in, all 
the favorite features were there (as well as some new ones), and the riders were keen to put  
on a show for their pals and for the cameras. Head Judge of the event, Brian Wheeler, waited 
for the dust to settle and then caught up with some of the key players to get their reflections  
on what had gone down.

While last year’s Triple-S marked a magical 
10-year anniversary, this year’s Wind Voyager 
Triple-S Invitational featured action, 
excitement, and progression never before 
seen in the history of the event. Running from 
June 4 to 10 at REAL Watersports in Cape 
Hatteras, North Carolina, USA, the event 
brought together the world’s top park riders 
from 14 different countries – including five 
freestyle World Champions: Aaron Hadlow, 
Christophe Tack, Bruna Kajiya, and Karolina 
Winkowska, who all received invitations, and 
Alex Pastor who unexpectedly rocked up and 
tried to win a last chance invite via the Wind 
Voyager Triple-S Open, which ran prior to the 
Invitational.

With a solid week of wind on tap, $50,000 
up for grabs, and a newly introduced Wind 
Voyager Triple-S Challenge Series, which 
incentivized the landing of new tricks in 
competition, the event proved nothing short of 
spectacular. (The Challenge Series included a 
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$720 bounty to the first woman to land a 720, 
and $900 and $1,080 to the first athletes to 
land a 900 or 1080 in competition.)

To give you a unique, insider’s look at some of 
the historic and fascinating aspects of this year’s 
Wind Voyager Triple-S Invitational, I asked 
some key players a few questions, which will be 
shared in the pages ahead. Those interviewed 
include: 4x reigning Triple-S Champion Sam 
Light; co-founder and long-time Triple-S 
competitor Jason Slezak; Rich Sabo, who  
was on the threshold of making the cut for 
next year’s event; Toby Bromwich, one of the 
masterful lensmen capturing the event, who 
has shot more kite park riding than any other 
photographer on the planet; and lastly the 
team of judges (excluding myself, who served 
as head judge), which includes Eric and Justin 
Worrall, as well as Josh Wright who also 
judges for the World Wakeboard Association’s 
Wake Park World Series.
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Q: What are your thoughts on the format and 
level of riding/competition this year?
Sam Light: The format gets improved and refined each year 
– we have found a really good setup that everyone is happy 
with. The riders created the KPL as a governing body  
to help establish a standard across all the park events, they 
worked with the organizers to help find the perfect format 
for the event. Everybody wants more time on the sliders 
and this year everybody got it – I think we had four days out 
of six with wind, which meant everyone’s riding improved 
a lot. I think almost all the men in the final landed 7’s when  
in previous years we would only see a few 7’s during the 
whole contest. 

Q: How would you describe this year's event  
in relation to all of the 10 years past?
Jason Slezak: This year’s event 
had a lot more competitive 
nature… Which in one way I think 
is good for the evolution of the 
sport. And in another way, it’s 
a departure from the true start 
of the event – but the sport has 
evolved itself and changed a lot   
as well. Personally, I was more 
blown away with the consistency 
and level  of riding this year than 
any other year across the board: 
men and women, top of the field and bottom of the field.

Q: What are your thoughts on the level  
of women's riding compared to last?
Eric Worrall: I think there is efinitely an improvement  
in the women’s riding. I’m not going to mention names, but 
we were really impressed. There are definitely some girls 
breaking boundaries, more than what we have ever seen 
in years’ past. 

Q: What about in the men's division?
Eric Worrall: This is where one of the big improvements 
was made: we saw a lot of 7s this year – a lot of 720s. Toeside 
(backside and frontside), heelside (frontside and backside), 
whereas last year there may have been only a couple  
of guys doing them. 

Q: How would you describe the men's riding this 
year compared to last?
Josh Wright: I noticed a huge difference from last year  
to this year. I think the riding stepped up at least double 
of what it did last year – it progressed significantly. I think 

the amplitude of the tricks, and more of the wake style was 
shining through this year. People like Ewan I was super 
impressed with… you couldn’t tell if he was being pulled 
by a cable, a boat, a winch, or a kite. His style was there 
no matter what… he took time to grab everything. Overall, 
you could tell that riders really cared about the way that 
tricks looked.

Q: Thoughts on what went down at the 2016 
Wind Voyager Triple-S Invitational?
Toby Bromwich: Despite Sam Light winning the men’s 
division for a fourth time in a row, the level was more 
competitive than ever. And the ladies too, with Karolina 
Winkowska turning her focus more to the park side this 
year, and taking the win at Triple-S and in Palawan,  
it meant the level was higher than ever for the women too.

This year, all riders put in some 
serious training time at rail 
parks and cable parks around the 
globe, and with a solid forecast 
during the event, we saw a week 
of progression unlike any before.  
No safe runs to get a score would 
be of use this year. In the men’s 
division, you better have a backside 
540 or frontside 720 minimum 
as your first trick to have had  
a chance on the kickers, while on 
the sliders, the technical level also 

skyrocketed. The level in the ladies riding was really exciting  
to see, especially how polished the rail riding has become.

Q: What was the nightlife like this year? 
Sam Light: The nightlife is always awesome at the Triple-S: 
every night there is an epic party! The headline sponsor, 
Wind Voyager, threw a crazy party at their huge house 
after the event was finished! All the riders were partying 
hard because we got the event done in the first few days.

Q: Having one of the best seats in the house  
as a photographer, how was the event from  
your perspective?
Toby Bromwich: The days were packed full of great action 
on the water and amazing performances every night from 
the live bands at the parties. We are lucky to watch and 
document this top-level of riding from front row and enjoy 
the stoke on the water with the crew and riders. The vibe 
was amazing and everyone was pushing the level and 
having a great time in the process.
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REFLECTIONS ON THIS YEAR'S EVENT



Q: Do you foresee the Wind 
Voyager Challenger Series 
having impact in the long run?

Josh Wright: I think this is a great 
incentive to help push the sport, and 
to help nudge the riders out of their 
comfort zones as well – and put some 
history on the map. 

Q: What are your thoughts 
on the Challenge Series, as it 
may impact people over the 
winter, and what might we 
see on the water during the 
2017 event?

Eric Worrall: I think the fact that 
Christophe landed a heelside 9 – 
that it was so good and so perfect – 
I think we’re probably going to see 
multiple people doing them next 
year. I think that kind of opened 
people’s eyes and made them 
see that it’s a possibility, and not 
something that is really that far out 
there. I think that people are really  
a lot closer to doing those tricks 
than they realize. 

Q: How do you think the 
Wind Voyager Challenge 
Series impacted people’s 
performance during the event?

Eric Worrall: I think that it put the 
idea in people’s heads and got them 
doing stuff that they wouldn’t have 
done without the Challenge Series 
there. It definitely puts the motivation 
out there and some new ideas on the 
table for maybe someone who had 
never thought of trying something, or 
didn’t think they had the capability of 
doing it. 

Q: Even though the 900 
Challenge was won this year, 
do you think it will inspire 
others to learn 9s too?

Jason Slezak: Ah, without a doubt. 
People have been landing 900s, and 
Tack has been actively going for a 1080 
for a while now – in whatever form, 
whether it’s off a built kicker or a wave. 
Historically, as the sport progressed,  
there was a point where we only saw 

3s [360s], and a point where someone 
started doing 5s [540s], and there 
seemed to be a plateau at 7s [720s]. Dre 
went for years trying 7s everywhere 
he went, and getting so close – 
getting them but not riding away or 
whatever. And then all of a sudden, 
once someone started landing them, 
it makes it achievable for everybody 
else. And also raises that bar. 

For example, Tack was talking 
about it the other day when he 
landed the 9, and there was that 

kid Alex Maes – who was in the 
Wind Voyager Triple-S Open, but 
didn’t make it into the Invitational 
event – he had never landed a 7.  
But before everybody left Hatteras, 
Maes landed a 7 and landed a 9.

So as soon as somebody sees  
it as attainable to them, then all  
of a sudden it raises the bar and  
sets the new level. I don’t know  
if it’s directly the Challenge Series, 
but if you offer cash and bragging 

rights (because it’s in front  
of everybody else), then that extra 
little bit of motivation pushes 
everybody in front of their peers  
to try just that little bit harder. 

Q: Do you think we will see 
a female stomp a 720 at the 
event next year?

Eric Worrall: I think it’s definitely  
a possibility. Obviously when it 
comes to kiting, you have to worry 
about conditions and things that 
go into it. But if it sets up right, and 
the women are really riding on the 
top of their game, then I think it’s 
something we could definitely see.

Q: And what about the 1080?

Eric Worrall: I think a 1080 is definitely 
doable. And from watching the riding 
at this year’s event, I think there  
is more than just one person 
who has the capability  
of doing a 10. Everyone is always 
crossing their fingers, hoping for the 
best conditions, but if you have the 
right conditions, there are a lot of 
tricks that we could see that we might 
not expect. 

THE WIND VOYAGER TRIPLE-S 
CHALLENGE SERIES
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Q: Given that you’ve witnessed 10 years 
of Triple-S evolution, do you think cable 
wakeboarding has influenced and accelerated 
the progression of kite park riding in any way?

Justin Worrall: Yes. The rail and kicker tricks are coming 
straight from wakeboarding, so even the kiteboarders 
who are a little newer to the rail side of kiting are getting 
a huge head start just by watching and learning from 
cable riders. The kiters that have been in it for a while 
are usually at a super high level on the cable as well, and 
that cable time is, to a large degree, what has pushed 
their riding to the top level.

Q: In terms of people’s riding being polished and 
cleaner this year, I’m curious, do you think cable 
riding might factor into that?

Eric Worrall: The guys that ride cable, and take the time 
to focus on their obstacle riding away from kiting, and 
on the cable, you can see it very clearly when they get 
on the water with a kite. I think it comes mostly from the  

fact that, on the cable you’re not worried about your 
kite, you’re not worried about the conditions – it’s 
consistent. So you’re able to put in a lot more practice 
time doing the trick the right way rather than working 
with the conditions that you have. So I think that’s where  
the biggest difference is, and where you start seeing 
a gap. The top guys are going to be the guys that  
are taking the time to ride cable, and to be able to do 
the tricks every single time, rather than having to rely  
on conditions, of wind and their kite. When you’re 
kiting, there’s always a lot of variables. When you’re 
riding on the cable, that’s obviously reduced quite a bit.

Q: Given that you are super familiar with cable 
wakeboarding, can you tell which kiters have 
spent time at the cable? 

Justin Worrall: It’s usually pretty obvious which 
competitors have been taking laps at the cable. The kiters 
that ride cable look super comfortable on the features 
in the REAL Slider Park, and many times do some of 
the tricks that are currently popular in the wake scene.

THE CABLE CONNECTION

Q: What sort of influence do you see  
cable wakeboarding having on kiteboarding  
in general?

Josh Wright: Cable wakeboarding has a lot of trends  
that I see going into kiteboarding. Just because it has  
a bigger group of “core” riders, thedo’s and don’ts are a bit 
clearer and I see a lot of these norms pushing into the kite 
scene. However, I really like that kiteboarding has kept  
a lot of its own style though. Cable wakeboarding still has 
its weird phases that I’m glad kiting did not follow.

Q: Do you think that Triple-S athletes will 
have a competitive advantage if they ride a lot  
of cable before the 2017 Wind Voyager Triple-S 
Invitational? Or might riding cable even  
be a necessity in order to be a top contender  
next year?

Josh Wright: The top three riders at Triple-S every single 
year are just as good (if not better) on the cable as they 
are on the kite, on features. Spending a lot of time on the 
water and being able to try tricks over and over is what 
allows a rider to be comfortable on features, and the 
cable gives you the fastest way to hit the same feature 
over and over again. I suspect that kiters who are not on 
the cable at all during the year won’t be able to compete 
with those who are.
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2016 Wind Voyager Triple-S 
Invitational Final Results
Men:
1st – Sam Light – United Kingdom – Slingshot ($12,000)

2nd – Brandon Scheid – USA – Liquid Force ($7,5000)

3rd – Christophe Tack – Belgium – Liquid Force ($5,000)

4th – Noè Font – Spain – North ($3,000)

5th – Ewan Jaspan – Australia – Naish ($2,000)

6th – Aaron Hadlow – UK – North ($1,500)

7th – Craig Cunningham – Canada – North ($1,200)

8th – Jake Kelsick – Antigua – Tona ($1,000)

9th – Eric Rienstra – USA – Core ($800)

10th – Billy Parker – USA – Best ($600)

11th – Axel Tack – Belgium – Liquid Force ($500)

12th – Maciek “Magic” Lewandowski – Poland  
– Nobile ($400)

13th – Tobias Holter – Germany – Cabrinha

14th – Alex Fox – USA – Slingshot

15th – Sam Medysky – Canada – Best

16th – Rich Sabo – USA – Liquid Force

17th – Chris Bobryk – USA – Best

18th – Will Palmer – USA – F-One

19th – Andre Phillip – Antigua – Tona

20th – Aymeric Martin – France – North

21st – Jason Slezak – USA – Liquid Force

22nd – Tom Court – UK – North 

Women:
1st – Karolina Winkowska – Poland – Slingshot ($5,500)

2nd – Colleen Carroll – USA – North ($3,300)

3rd – Bruna Kajiya – Brazil – Red Bull ($2,000)

4th – Sensi Graves – USA – Liquid Force ($1,000)

5th – Annelous Lammerts – Netherlands – Slingshot

6th – Lindsay McClure – USA – Liquid Force

7th – Manuela Jungo – Switzerland – North

8th – Victoria Soloveykina – Russia – Best

Wind Voyager Triple-S 
Challenge Series:
Christophe Tack – First 900 ever landed in kite park 
competition ($900)

THE BUBBLE
Q: Will the entry process be similar next  
year, with the top four women and top 16  
men qualifying for 2017’s event, plus you’ll 
have the Video Wildcard Contest, and the Wind 
Voyager Triple-S Open?

Jason Slezak: Yeah, the entry process will be the same 
next year. This year, during the event, we saw a drive 
all the way to the bitter end to get into that top 16  
to requalify for next year. And that also fosters progression, 
whereas in the past, there would be a point through the 
week where certain people would kind of shut off and be 
like, “screw it, I’m not going to podium… I’m just going  
to party or whatever.” Now, however, there is a fight all 
the way to that last moment of the last heat, because that’s 
what dictates those last four spots if you didn’t make  
it into the 12-man final. 

Q: Given that you placed 16th at this year’s 
event, I heard that you’ve jokingly called yourself 
“Bubble Boy,” as you were right on the cusp  

of earning an invite to the 2017 event. What 
was it like “living in the bubble” of uncertainty 
in your final heat?

Rich Sabo: I’m really proud of myself for keeping  
up with all these progressive riders, and getting 16th 
place only made me realize how much harder I’ll have 
to push myself for next year.

The “bubble” spot is a stressful spot to be! After not 
qualifying for the main event, I was definitely a bit 
worried about getting top 16. The format is high stakes 
as a zero on any feature pretty much means you are 
not getting back in next year. On the other hand, all  
of the eight riders in the consolation round were  
capable of putting up high scores – so it was really  
a matter of who handled the pressure and put down  
a score. The pressure in the consolation round was 
nearly the same as it was in the main event, if not more 
so… as if you didn’t make the cut you were inevitably 
going to have to put in a wildcard video entry or win the 
Open next year.


